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“Tuliplike” Scattering Patterns in Wormlike Micelles under Shear Flow
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(Received 9 February 1996)

Using small angle light scattering we report on the formation of a string phase in a semidilute solu
of wormlike micelles (0.03M CTABy0.24M NaSal) under simple shear flow. The string phase appea
as a bright narrow streak in the scattering pattern normal to the flow direction. We also study
relaxation behavior after cessation of flow, and using the Brochard–de Gennes model we are ab
estimate the stress relaxation timets and diffusion coefficientDc of the dominant relaxation mode.
[S0031-9007(96)00227-X]

PACS numbers: 83.50.By, 05.70.Fh, 83.20.–d
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“Wormlike” micelles are highly flexible locally cylin
drical aggregates of amphiphilic molecules. Typi
radii are ,20 25 Å, with persistence lengths,150 Å
and average lengths of the micelles approaching se
microns [1,2]. Accordingly, the static and quasista
properties of these solutions are very similar to thos
conventional polymer molecules [3]. However, unl
ordinary polymers, the micellar chains can revers
break and recombine on a time scale dependent on
system and on the physicochemical conditions. T
property has crucial consequences on their flow beha
and has been the object of both theoretical [3–6]
experimental [7–12] research.

In the rheology community, a considerable amoun
attention is presently being focused on shear-induced
sitions in complex fluids. Recent studies conducted
Kume and Hashimoto [7] and van Egmond, Werner,
Fuller [8] have reported shear-induced phase transitio
semidilute solutions of polystyrene. Also, using small
gle neutron scattering (SANS) to probe individual micel
shear-induced phase transitions of variousconcentrated
wormlike micelle systems [10,11] have been reported.
this Letter, however, we use small angle light scatte
(SALS) to probe clusters of micelles, and report on a sh
induced phase transition in asemidilutesolution ofworm-
like micelles. We also investigate the relaxation behav
of the new phase following cessation of shear flow.

The system under investigation was a semidilute
lution consisting of0.03Mcetyltrimethylammonium bro
mide (CTAB) and0.24M sodium salicylate (NaSal) i
distilled water, prepared with a salt to micelle ratio of8:1.
The solution was allowed to equilibrate for 2 days pr
to any experiments. All experiments were performed
room temperature. A linear parallel plate flow cell, co
sisting of two glass windows separated by a gap widt
1 mm, was utilized as a shearing device. The lower p
of the parallel plate cell was driven by a linear stepp
Compumotor while the upper plate was held station
thus providing true simple shear flow between the pl
with a maximum available strain of 70 units. An 8 m
Uniphase He-Ne laser provided a source of monoc
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matic light of wavelength 632.8 nm. The light propagat
along the velocity gradient axis thus allowing for ligh
scattering in the plane of flow. Light scattered by t
sample is projected onto a flat nonreflecting screen, wh
plane is placed perpendicular to the direction of incide
light. A small aperture in the screen allows transmitt
light to pass. Time-resolved scattering patterns were t
digitized and stored, using a two-dimensional charge c
pled device array detector connected to a computer,
typical rate of 12–15 images/s.

The scattered intensityIS can be written as the follow-
ing Fourier transformation of the equal time spatial cor
lation function of concentrations:

ISsud  A
Z

dxkdcsxddcs0dleiq?x 
A
c

Ssqd , (1)

whereSsqd is the structure factor,dcsxd is the fluctuation
in concentration at the positionx, andq is the scattering
vector.

Time-dependent evolution of the structure fact
Ssq, td, including relaxation on cessation of flow, wa
measured using our SALS apparatus. Experiments w
run at shear rates ranging from 1 to25 s21. Above a
critical shear rate,Ùgc ø 2 s21, a bright streak normal to
the flow was noticed, its intensity growing with increasin
shear rate. At very high shear ratess Ùg . 100 s21d, how-
ever, the system became unstable and no measurem
could be performed. In this paper we report on t
experiments conducted at a shear rate of15 s21 and a
temperature of 23±C. Figure 1 shows the time-depende
growth and orientation of the anisotropic structure fac
Ssq, td in the flow field. The direction of flow is as
indicated, with the flow starting att  0 and stopping at
t  5.0 s. A distinct “tuliplike” pattern—consisting of a
narrow bright streak with 4 “leaves”—evolves along th
vorticity axis; see Fig. 1(b). Its intensity and anisotrop
grow with time, and the orientation remains along t
vorticity axis. The model here is one of highly elongat
one-dimensional strings, oriented in the flow directio
see Fig. 2. The stringsA have a micelle concentration
higher than that of the matrixB. These concentration
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1(color). Time-dependent response to shear flow of structure factor for0.03M CTABy0.24M NaSal. T  23 ±C,
Ùg  15 s21.
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fluctuations normal to the flow give rise to the narro
bright streak along the vorticity axis. The strings m
also have internal fluctuations due to concentration and
orientation as illustrated by regions “a” and “b.” These
internal fluctuations are thought to be responsible for
leaves. Moreover, since the length scale of the inter
fluctuationsl is shorter thanL, the average length scal
of the fluctuations due to the strings, we would exp
the leaf pattern to occur at larger scattering angles t
the narrow bright streak. This string phase is though
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FIG. 2. Schematic of concentration fluctuations in mice

solutions atÙg  15 s21.
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be a result of flow alignments and suppression of sciss
mechanisms, as suggested by Cates and Turner [13].

On flow cessation the narrow bright streak collaps
rapidly, Fig. 1(d), and is surprisingly followed by
sudden increase inSsq, td along the flow axis, Fig. 1(e)
The increase inSsq, td forms a “butterflylike” pattern
along the flow axis, which initially grows in intensit
and then gradually disappears. The butterflylike patt
is thought to be a consequence of the breaking up of
elongated strings creating concentration fluctuations al
the axes of the strings in the direction of flow. At th
same time, the alignment of the strings is destroyed. T
latter effect suppresses the intensity of the butterfly pat
and also reduces the lateral spread of the bright str
until the scattering pattern finally disappears.

Quantitative analyses were performed on each tim
resolved scattering pattern after cessation of flow. F
ure 3 shows the relaxation ofDSsq, td along the flow axis.
The initial increase ofDSsq, td, as mentioned earlier, i
thought to be a consequence of the breaking up of
elongated strings along their axes during relaxation; ho
ever, as the alignment of the strings is destroyed,DSsq, td
decreases with time. Owing to the similarity of worm
like micelles to polymers, the Brochard–de Gennes mo
[14], originally developed for polymer systems, was us
to fit the data. According to this model the relaxation ofq
4433
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FIG. 3. Plot of relativeDSsq, td along the flow axis vs time
at variousq values following the cessation of flow.

modes is due to a coupling of diffusion and the relaxatio
of elastic stresses. This is represented as

Ssq, td  A1e2tyt1 1 A2e2tyt2 , (2)

where the characteristic time of the slow mode is

t1sqd  1yDcq2 1 ts (3)

and that of the fast mode is

t2sqd  sDgq2 1 1ytsd21. (4)

Here Dc is a cooperative diffusion coefficient,Dg is the
fast diffusion coefficient, andts is a stress relaxation
time. The decrease ofDSsq, td with time for eachq
mode was normalized and fitted by Eq. (2). Since th
ratio of the preexponentials,A1yA2 , 15, which is much
greater than 1, the slow mode dominates the fast mo
A line of best fit through a plot oft1sqd vs 1yq2 (Fig. 4)
shows that Eq. (3) is a fairly good assumption. From th
line of best fit, the stress relaxation timets, determined
from they intercept, was found to be 3.49 s. Also, from
the slope, the cooperative diffusion coefficientDc was
found to be3.5 mm2 s21. A comparison between these
quantitative results and birefringence and mechanic
rheology measurements are underway.

In summary, we have shown the existence of a she
induced phase transition in a semidilute micellar solutio
of CTAB/NaSal with surfactant to salt ratio of1:8, at a
shear rate of15 s21. The induced phase is thought to
consist of highly elongated strings oriented in the flow d
rection as evidenced by a tuliplike SALS pattern. Th
bright streak, at smallq values, is attributed to large
length scale concentration fluctuations between the o
ented strings and the surrounding matrix, while the leav
are due to smaller length scale orientation and/or conc
tration fluctuations within the highly oriented string phas
At cessation of flow, the butterflylike pattern along th
flow axis is thought to be a consequence of the breaki
up of the strings creating fluctuations along their axes
4434
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FIG. 4. Relations timet1sqd vs 1yq2 along the flow axis;
T  23 ±C, Ùg  15 s21.

the direction of flow. This behavior is similar to that ob
served in semidilute solutions of polystyrene [7,8]. B
following the relaxation behavior of the structure fa
tor DSsq, td after the cessation of flow, we were ab
to quantitatively estimate a stress relaxation timets and
a cooperative diffusion coefficientDc. This was done
by fitting plots of DSsq, td vs time with the Brochard–
de Gennes model for semidilute solutions of polymer
lutions. The observed scattering pattern is certainly
unique to the proposed flow-induced structure. Ot
mechanisms could account for the observed structure
tor; e.g., these patterns are characteristic of phase tra
tions in block copolymers, blends and binary polyme
solutions [15], and also shear-induced defects of nem
liquid crystalline polymers [16]. A direct visualization o
the structure by means of shear microscopy will provid
deeper understanding of the physics underlying these
terns. This investigation together with birefringence a
mechanical rheology measurements are in progress
addition, the effect of the concentration of NaSal on t
phase transition is being investigated and will appea
future publications.

We wish to thank 3M Corporation and the Nation
Science Foundation under Grant No. DMR-90-238
(MRSEC) for providing financial support towards th
effort.
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